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Vicon Introduces New Line of Surveyor Cameras 

Edgewood, NY: (August 8, 2014) -  Vicon Industries Inc. (VII:NYSE-MKT) (“Vicon”), a leading security solutions 
provider and producer, introduces a new series of powerful camera options for the Surveyor line of IP 
PTZ camera domes. This new line of camera options and lower prices set a new industry standard in high 
performance PTZ domes. Improved magnification and low-light performance, along with their open 
ONVIF architecture ensure a seamless integration with any system.  
 
This next generation in the Surveyor line includes three new models in the series, two that replace 
Vicon’s current megapixel models in the Surveyor HD series and a new 36x standard resolution model 
that replaces SurveyorVFT 36x series and SurveyorVFT 23x series at a significant price reductions. 
 

 The new cameras have improved low-light capability and wide dynamic range (WDR), enhancing viewing 

performance.  

 Continuous 360° PTZ coverage enables surveillance of extremely wide areas. With the combination of high 

zoom and high resolution, these cameras help you see the most important details in scenes where 

definition and clarity is important; such as in airports, parking lots or stadiums.   

 The 20x (1080p) cameras can read a license plate 900 ft away and the 30x (720p) cameras from 800 ft 

away.  

 Available to install in almost any environment, both the Surveyor HD and SD line are available in outdoor, 

indoor, impact-resistant and pressurized models.     

 Open protocol supports latest ONVIF specs and superior interoperability between network video products 

from many different manufacturers. 

 Programmable through ViconNet VMS and standard web browser for easy remote setup and 

administration. 

 Advanced scheduling and programmable privacy masks help automate user-defined parameters. 
 

Bret McGowan, Sr. VP Sales & Marketing at Vicon Industries says: “The new line of Surveyor cameras 
builds on our strong high performance IP PTZ offerings. The competitive pricing of the HD models, and 
especially the standard resolution model, makes them a very attractive security solution.” 
 
For more information and complete specifications, please visit Vicon’s website 

Vicon ®Industries is an industry-leading designer, manufacturer and marketer of video systems and components used for 

security, surveillance, safety and control purposes. With nearly 50 years in business, the company is unrivalled in experience 

developing video surveillance technologies. Vicon systems are employed worldwide in high-profile, enterprise-scale 

installations by a diverse range of customers, including governments, Fortune 500 companies, private and public institutions, 

and global transit and commerce hubs. 
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